
AWS BaseCamp for Startups

Empower your startup with a secure, automated and AWS native foundation that 
will seamlessly scale with your business through all phases of growth 

Implement the cornerstones which will set you up for future success by leveraging Infrastructure-as-code 
(IaC) to create and manage your AWS environment, in adherence to best practice Landing Zone patterns for 
multi-account design and access control for least privileged with policy as code.

Caylent’s experience working with complex technology organizations that require regulatory compliance has 
resulted in our team setting up hundreds of AWS foundations. Caylent works alongside clients on brand new 
implementations or can help startups migrate from legacy PaaS providers (Heroku, Aptible, etc) to AWS.

AWS BaseCamp accelerates implementation of a production grade, AWS native foundation to fuel your 
product growth through all stages of investment and organizational maturity.
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Assessment, Ideation & Enablement Sessions

AWS Control Tower & 
Landing Zone 

● Readiness Assessment
● Well-Architected Reviews

● Facilitated security & 
foundational workshops tailor 
architecture to client needs

● Deployed as IaC
● Multi-account design and access 

control
● Security guardrails enabled
● Initial budget set and alarm 

configured
● Implement IAM policies
● Implement consolidated and 

segregated AWS log archiving
● VPC deployed

Features

Security & Compliance 
Assessment & Action 

Plan 

● Facilitated security 
controls workshop

● Gap analysis reports 
based on target 
standard(s)

● Overall security 
posture report and 
recommended 
priorities

● Action plan based on 
recommended 
priorities

Application Migration
Per client requirements, 
examples:
● Migrate 1 existing 

application and database 
to BaseCamp dev env

● Implement 
infrastructure for ECS, 
EKS, or Serverless 
Framework along with 
IaC used to create and 
manage it.

Navigation & Hand-off 
Workshops

Provide runbooks and
walk-through on how to 
deploy a sample application 
in the new framework

● "About AWS" & Well-Architected 
tour

● Modern Application Development
● Custom agenda per client interest
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Engagement Details
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Finally, we love that Caylent’s experts work “shoulder-to-shoulder” our engineers – and demonstrate a personal investment in our success. Not many consulting firms will adopt your project management tools and internal jargon – but Caylent does. They accommodate culture and are extremely receptive to feedback – key factors in the 
success of our projects and relationship."

Customer Success

Deliverable Timeframe Participation

Assessment, Ideation & Enablement Sessions ½ - 2 Days Included

Security & Compliance Assessment & Action Plan
Recommended for companies in highly regulated 
industries & compliance audit preparation 

1-Week Optional

AWS Control Tower & Landing Zone
Secure, automated, well-architected, multi-account 
AWS baseline with governance guardrails enabled

1-2 Weeks Included

Application Migration
Recommended for companies with existing 
applications in on-prem/local  environments & PaaS 
providers (Heroku, Aptible etc.) 

1-4 Weeks Optional

Navigation & Hand-off Workshops 1-2 Days Included

The limitations of their legacy platform caused 
poor customer experience to their website 
visitors. 

They knew that in order to keep up with demand 
and keep platform costs low, they needed to 
migrate their eCommerce application from 3rd 
party platform to AWS, all without disrupting 
day-to-day visitor traffic and sales. 

How we helped:
● Landing Zone written as Infrastructure as 

Code (IaC) and deployed in a CI/CD pipeline
● Migrated to containerized microservices 

hosted in Amazon EKS with Amazon EC2 
load balancers

● Implemented DevOps best practices 
around deployment automation, GitOps, 
CI/CD, observability and security

Caylent engaged with Moment to move them from 
single VMs on 3rd party platform  to containerized 
microservices hosted in Amazon EKS, fronted by 
Amazon EC2 load balancers, using Caylent’s 
Automated Migration approach. 

Moment operates as a global 
marketplace for creatives. The 
company exists to inspire the creative 
in everyone by offering products on 
their eCommerce site.


